
Rarely is power felt so softly



If passion is your destination, you are here.

For over 60 years we have been working with it and we are today as passionate as from the very beginning. 

We have not only observed many developments in swimming pool technology but we have been actively 

involved. We have brought our comprehensive knowledge of materials and manufacturing technology 

into the industry and with numerous patents, utility models and safety standards, we have received the 

authority certificates to testify to it. Our continual innovation in design and development has led us to 

provide optimum solutions and the highest quality, not only noticeable in our previous but our current 

products ranges.



The security of tomorrow’s technology in the technology of today.

We are always thinking one step ahead. Therefore, the security of our swimming pool technology is as important 

to us as our original concepts. Our aim is to bring pleasure to the user and this should not be impaired in anyway. 

With experienced, competent employees and the specialist knowledge gained from our long enterprise history, 

we are developing today, the products of the future, to provide you with a more pleasurable experience.



Tension can be a relaxing pastime.

Whether you are searching for that exuberant sporty challenge, relaxing massage or both, we have the ideal 

solution for you. Our counter-current-systems from Fitstar not only provides you with an excellent fitness 

device for energetic swimming but an alternative massage system for that relaxing sensation. Further air-

bubble-systems, massage-systems and water-attractions like our flood-showers and water-canons are all 

designed to improve your relaxation, wellbeing and fun and fun, providing you with that welcome escape 

to ease the tension from your hectic lifestyle. For your every requirement, we have the viable solution.

massage-system flood showers air-bubble-systems counter-current-systems
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The nicest way to say goodbye to dreams: 
Realize them!

Dreaming of your own pool? We can assist you. Starting from skimmers to inlets and drainage systems 

up to underwater-lighting and underwater-loudspeaker, our portfolio includes the ideal products for the 

realization of your dreams. Fabricated from the highest quality materials - bronze, gun metal and stainless 

steel – engineered to the highest quality – solidly formed with excellent resistance to corrosion to provide 

the perfect finish to the pool that you have always desired. Our products are designed for longevity, so 

even your grandchildren will enjoy them.

bottom drain skimmer inlets and drainage 
systems
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Let the light in your eyes, shine brighter.

Let your fountain, pond or your swimming pool sparkle even at night. Our Vitalight series spotlights 

provide effective underwater lighting and illumination of your water attractions and create a wonderful 

atmosphere with incomparable mood. With Vitalight you put your dreams into reality and make swimming 

at night an unsurpassable experience. 

fountain-lighting swimming pool-lighting
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Seeing, Hearing, Feeling – an experience for the senses.

You have always desired the imposing jets of Geysers? You love the quiet sound of splashing water but the 

sea is too far away? You enjoy the sensation of bubbling water on your skin? Then a fountain is certainly 

the ideal solution. 

Products from our Springfit range are equipped with nozzles to conjure a number of amazing water 

fountains for all the senses. Our Cascades and Geysers are equipped with jets to enable water to be 

dispersed 20 metres in the air.

Cascade and Geysers water-attractions



Our wish: 
To reach your targets.
We would like to be a part of you realizing your dreams. 

Not only because our vast experience and extensive range 

of quality products can assist you in achieving them 

but with our enthusiastic and dedicated employees, we 

strive to ensure they come true.

Without doubt we are one of the leading manufacturers 

of swimming pool technology in Europe and an absolute 

expert within the industry. We continue to apply our 

undying passion and knowledge to provide the products 

of your dreams.
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Hugo Lahme GmbH
Kahlenbecker Str. 2 · 58256 Ennepetal, Germany

Phone +49 (0) 23 33 / 96 96 0 · Fax +49 (0) 23 33 / 96 96 46
www.lahme.de · info@lahme.de


